The New Sports Fan
Experience
Summer 2020

To the dreamers,
We’re offering you an exclusive opportunity to be a part of history. Here is your chance to
sponsor Tyket’s Fanatyks—premium app users that the ultimate fan experience.
Our fan base is growing by the second; our marketing projections indicate an increase in
downloads (100k-300k) within the next few months, as well as an impressive surge in Facebook
followers (45,000 as of late). Fanatyks from all over the world are eager to see what our passion
and commitment to the community will do for the world of entertainment.
Sports events open the door to various opportunities for everyone. This is a time for people to
come together and network, for businesses and clients to learn from one another, and at the
end of the day, for everyone to enjoy themselves.
With every event, we learn something new. Our main objective is for the experience of the
fan—in a way that allows us to change, adapt, and progress in our goal to make this year’s
events the biggest ones yet.
Timing is everything, and with your participation, we can change the way entertainment is
experienced. In order to make this positive impacts on the community and the industry, we
need your support, so that the sports revolution can truly begin.
Regards,
The Fanatyks!

Why Sponsor Fanatyks?
Our mission is simple: to provide our Fanatyks with the ultimate
fan experience at all of our sporting events. By doing that,
we’re looking to promote community building, while
connecting sports fans with experiences they’ll never forget.
Whether they’re watching a live game, or meeting their favorite
athlete or artist, Tyket gives Fanatyks memories that last a
lifetime—which would not be possible without our sponsors.
By creating a community that connects all entertainment fans,
sponsors at every level are able to:

-

Gain mobile app exposure,
Raise brand awareness,
Reach their target audience,
And get the exclusive opportunity to test
a new product.

Why Fans become Fanatyks:

1

Little to no ticket fees.

The chance to win
prizes and giveaways
by participating in
contests and games.
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2

For better live
entertainment
experiences

3

To be part of
our engaging
and innovative
online
community.

The Movement
Opportunities for Meet N’ Greets
with their favorite Artist or Celebrity
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The ability to
network and
socialize with
other Fanatyks.

Benefits of Sponsorship

By utilizing our market research, as well as your donation, we promise the following possibilities:
.

1. Interactive Map Placement
Sponsors are able to advertise
exclusively on our geo-location map,
seen by all app users whenever they
open or refresh the app.
When clicked, the sponsored ad directs
the user to a landing page, website,
article, etc.

Sponsored Ad
placed
where the event
is occurring

Benefits of Sponsorship

By utilizing our market research, as well as your donation, we promise the following possibilities:
.

2. Event Page Ad
On the event page gives you more detail
description which includes event name, date,
location, ticket price, and a group chat feature.
With this exclusive sponsorship, your placement
ad is presented above of the page before
purchasing a ticket.
When clicked, the sponsored ad directs the user
to a landing page, website, article, etc.

A event group
chat will be
automatically be
generated for
engaging

Sponsored Ad
placed
On the event
page itself

Benefits of Sponsorship
3. Mobile App Interaction With our Users
Gain exposure with our Prime Push Notifications made
exclusively for sponsors.
While using the app, Fanatyks can get internal
messages and alerts, which helps raise brand
awareness.
Pre-scheduled notifications can be sent to users’
phones, widening the target audience reach.

Choose the Best Event
that’s right for you!
Sponsors can have the opportunity to pick and choose
how many events they want to endorse
As part of the package, sponsors can also choose a
Celebrity Guest appearance for that particular event
along with terms and conditions applied
A Sponsor will receive exclusive recognition to that
particular date/event

Benefits of Sponsorship
.

4. Brand Awareness and Exposure
There are plenty of chances to generate brand awareness when
partnering with us. Sponsored ads have a higher chance of being seen
by users; through the use of our geo-location map, events posts, push
notifications, and more.
Our marketing projection shows that we could potentially reach up to
100-300 thousand downloads over the span of three months.

Marketing Projections
for Mobile App
Downloads

Benefits of Sponsorship
5. Exceptional ROI

.

Ask yourself this very important question: How many chances will
you get to reach an audience that fits your target demographic?
Not many. That’s why you can be sure that every cent will be
dedicated to this audience, offering a higher return on investment
than any ad on TV could ever give you.
Fanatyks sponsors are able to witness a strong ROI through
delivery agreements.
Marketing, advertising, & brand loyalty.

• Your Brand Will Be
Displayed In our VIP
Suites.
• Celebrity appearances &
Meet n’ Greets.
• Pictures taken at the
events will feature your
brand’s logo, which will
be shared on all social
media platforms.

As A Bonus…

The Fanatyk Life:

Socal Media
-Tablet controls for TV, food, and merchandise purchases.

-Inclusive food & beverage package (alcohol excluded).
-Complimentary VIP parking passes.
-Complimentary purple/maroon preferred parking
passes*.
-Invitations to away game trips*.
-Dolphins VIP draft party.
-VIP experience at the Dolphins training camp.
-Priority access to other stadium events.

-Two (2) 32” TV’s at the front, and one (1) 55” TV at the
back of the suite.
-Two (2) Refrigerators, one (1) ice maker.
-USB charging at drink rails.
-Lockable liquor cabinets.
-Brand new seats.
-Granite countertops.
-And last (but not least), porcelain tile flooring.

The Fanatyk Overview

A Commitment You’ll Take Pride in
As you already know, our mission is quite simple—with Fanatyks, we seek to build a community of
passion and loyalty, where entertainment is an experience, not just a fleeting moment.
A partnership with us will connect you with our eager and growing fan base, giving you the
chance to tap into a wider audience; who's passion for sports, entertainment, and
unforgettable experiences are what get your brand the attention it deserves.
Timing is everything, especially with investments. There's no better opportunity than this one, to
leverage our partnership in a way that advances your brand's marketing, sales, and advertising
goals.
Socal Media
As your partner, we give you our full support!
With you,

To The
Memories
We'll Make—
As Partners.

THANK
YOU

